
Sapphire Elementary - Gradebook Setup

To start setting up your Gradebook, log in to Sapphire and select the Teacher Gradebook.

At the Class Select screen, click on the Course ID dictionary and select Math.  The Section 
Number dictionary will automatically populate with your 
name.

Click Go to GradeBook.

Setting your preferences:
The first thing that we are going to do is set the 
preferences to show specific information in your 
gradebook.

Click on Options > Preferences
Place a check next to the following items:

Grade Total= Total Points over Max Points

Main Gradebook - Columns
Student ID
Student Name
Grade Level
Category Subtotals

Individual Student - Rows
Category Subtotals
Number of Assignments in Each Category
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Midterm Exam= No
Final Exam= No

Blank Grades = Zero - this way you can see the 
total max category points in the category 
subtotal column
Incomplete Grades = Zero

Save your preference changes.

Creating Categories:

Creating categories allows you to lump similar assignments together.  We are going to color 
code the categories so you can see at a glance which assignments are similar when viewing 
the Main Gradebook.

Click on My Class > Categories

Create three categories using the Category names and codes in the chart below to fill in the 
required fields.
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Progress Report AProgRprt
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Then assign the category a color code.    Click Save.

Creating Assignments:

Weʼre going to create seven Math Assignments.  Two of the assignments will be placed in the 
Progress Report category.  These are the columns that transfer grades directly into the 
Progress Report.  You donʼt have to worry about filling in these two columns until towards the 
end of the marking period when grades are due.  All grade levels will use the same two codes.  
These codes will allow the Progress Report to automatically pull the grades from the 
gradebook so you donʼt have to enter it multiple times.

The other five assignments are placeholders for your math assignments that make up the 
Progress Report grades.  For instance, the Math Concepts grade has to be made up of at least 
three assessments so we are creating three “placeholder assignments.”  You can, of course, 
use more assessments if needed.  If you already have assignments to enter, use them instead 
of the placeholders.

To create assignments, click on My Class > 
Assignments
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Create the two assignments that will transfer into the Progress Report using the 
following codes and max points:
• CONCEPTS code with a max points of 60 (unless you know the max points for the 

assessments that you will be giving this marking period then enter it here.  If not, weʼll 
change this number later).

• PSOLVE code with a max points of 10 (unless you know the max points for the assessments 
that you will be giving this marking period then enter it here.  If not, weʼll change this number 
later).

Enter the Assignment Name: Concepts
Enter the Assignment Code: CONCEPTS
Enter the Max Points without Extra Credit 
which is 60.
Place this assignment in the Progress Report 
category.
Save your assignment.

Create the Problem Solving assignment 
with PSOLVE as the assignment code and the 
Max Points of 10.  Place this assignment in the 
Progress Report category.  Save the second 
assignment.

You have now created the two assignments needed for Math using the PSOLVE and 
CONCEPTS codes that will get pulled into the Progress Reports.  You wonʼt enter grades into 
these two columns until grades are due.

Now letʼs create at least three assignments that correspond to the grading area Concepts.

Give the assignments a name, for example, 
Place Value or Concepts Common 
Assessment.
Give the assignments a code, which is just a 
shortened form of the full Assignment Name.  
Place the assignments in the MthCncpts 
category and assign them a maximum point 
value, for example, 20 (as in the screenshot).
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Throughout the marking period, create additional assignments and place in the MthCncpts 
category.  The Concepts category requires at least three assessments to make up the 
Concepts grade for the Progress Report. Because we are placing them in the MthCncpts 
category, they will be totaled for you in the MthCncpts column as you add assignments to that 
category.  At the end of the marking period, you will need to enter the total points earned that 
displays in the Category Subtotal column (MthCncpts) into the CONCEPTS column for it to 
transfer into the Progress Report.  We will go over that at a later Progress Report training.

Repeat the steps to add assignments for Problem Solving but place them in the MthPrbSlv 
category.

To view the new assignments in the GradeBook, click on My Class > Main Gradebook.

In the sample below, you can see the two columns that will transfer into the Progress Report 
(CONCEPTS and PSOLVE) and five columns to enter grades.  Three assignments (Place 
Value, Addition and Subtract) correspond to the Concepts grade and two assignment columns 
with the Problem Solving grade.
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Letʼs move on to Reading:

First we need to switch to the Reading 
Course.  Click on My Gradebooks >My 
Courses > Reading.

Click on My Class > Assignments to create new assignments.

Weʼre going to create the Reading assignments using the codes and 
max points found in the chart below.  First grade teachers will create two assignments, one 
using the PHONA code with a max points of 35 and the other assignment will use the COMP 
code with a max points of 5.  Second grade will create three assignments using the respective 
codes and max points and so on.

CODES MAX POINTS

FIRST GRADE PHONA 35FIRST GRADE

COMP 5

SECOND GRADE PHONA 35SECOND GRADE

FLUENCY 44

SECOND GRADE

COMP 18

THIRD GRADE FLUENCY 77THIRD GRADE

COMP 18

FOURTH GRADE FLUENCY 93FOURTH GRADE

COMP 20

FIFTH GRADE FLUENCY 104FIFTH GRADE

COMP 20
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Enter the full Assignment name.
Enter the Assignment Code from the chart above
Enter the max points from the chart above.
Save the assignment.

Create the remaining assignments for your grade level using the codes from the chart above 
remembering to save after creating each assignment.

To view the new assignments in the GradeBook, click on My Class 
> Main Gradebook.

Since I just finished created the Reading assignments, I will be viewing the Reading 
GradeBook. Please note the COMP code column with a max 
points of 20 and a FLUENCY column with a max code of 104.  
When studentʼs grades are entered into these columns, they will 
be pulled automatically into the Progress Report.

You may also create additional assignments to keep track of any 
other Reading grades but those assignments will not be pulled 
into the Progress Report.
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